Meeting demands for increased safety and security is a challenge, especially if your budgets and staffing are reduced. With our combined expertise in both fire and security, we can work with you to develop the right mix of products and services to help meet your challenges. Our portfolio is comprehensive, and our flexible, market-leading fire and security technologies and services can be scaled to fit your budget. We can deliver intelligent and efficient solutions that address your priorities today and help to position you for tomorrow’s challenges. Together, we can help you achieve a higher level of safety and security.
A comprehensive portfolio that meets your unique needs and budget

A comprehensive fire and security portfolio
Technology changes quickly, and so does the fire and security industry. It takes time to keep up with the latest trends and requirements, from smarter detection technologies to physical security information management platforms. Siemens can help. We will work with you to develop fire safety and security strategies for facilities of all sizes and types, from new construction to renovation and modernization. Whether you need to install new systems or update your technology to fill gaps and remain compliant with applicable regulations, we have the solutions. And, we can provide excellent project management for successful implementation.

The technology you need
We provide appropriate, state-of-the-art technologies to match your unique needs, and we stand behind them. You can rely on us for standard and advanced solutions to keep pace with new requirements or make your systems more flexible and efficient, including:
- Access control systems
- Intrusion detection
- Video surveillance
- Mass notification systems
- Command and control

We have been advancing fire safety technologies for more than 160 years.

We were the first manufacturer to offer automatic fire detectors, for example, and we continue to set the pace. Our portfolio includes:
- Fire alarm systems
- Suppression systems
- Emergency voice and alarm communications
- Peripherals and accessories
- Network command center

Local, responsive services
To maximize your uptime and keep you compliant, we provide a full range of technical, managed, and consulting services. Local support is a must, and our certified, factory-trained service engineers and technicians will be there for you. Our ongoing maintenance services help you keep costs down by keeping your systems running. We also provide 24/7 remote monitoring, management, and support for efficiency and peace of mind. We can maintain equipment from all major manufacturers with services that include:
- System test and inspection services
- Preventive maintenance and third-party equipment services
- Expedited on-site equipment services
- Fire and security alarm monitoring
- Access control and video monitoring and management
- Engineering and design
- System migration roadmaps and project financing

Highlights
- Flexible, scalable products and services keep systems up to date and compliant with regulations
- Standard solutions and advanced technologies for both fire and security
- Local, responsive service and 24/7 remote monitoring, management, and support
A systems integration leader, we deliver end-to-end solutions that help you operate more effectively while improving safety and security. Our single command and control platform integrates any fire and security system. We can also integrate fire and security with building automation to improve emergency response as well as operational efficiencies.

**End-to-end solutions**
Our technology and integration expertise can make your systems more effective and efficient. Recognized industry wide as a leader, we can integrate fire and security systems to give you better awareness of events throughout your facilities. We can also integrate fire and security with other building technologies to address larger business goals.

**Better technology, better response**
Our systems help you respond more quickly than ever. ASAtechnology™ advanced signal analysis provides the earliest detection of smoke, heat, and carbon monoxide (CO) for faster response and no false alarms. Our FireFinder® XLS addressable fire alarm system delivers detection and response in less than three seconds and has ring topology that combats single point failures. Siveillance™ Site IQ Intelligent Video uses algorithm-based intelligent real-time video to detect events as they happen. Siveillance Fusion and Vantage command and control platforms leverage your existing IT backbone for integrated, adaptable security and fire management. With our Sygnal™ mass notification system, you can effectively deliver life-saving information in the event of a facility- or campus-wide emergency.

As a long-time force in developing market-leading technology, we set new standards for earlier event detection, improved communication, and coordinated response.

**Seamless integration, smarter systems**
Our Intelligent Response™ architecture adds power to your ability to prevent, mitigate, and manage emergencies. It integrates all building systems to coordinate response, including fire, security, building automation, HVAC, lighting, and elevators. A rules-based decision engine provides the intelligence for the centralized management platform. We customize it with you to trigger specific responses to events, such as fire, bomb threat, security breach, or natural disaster.

Seamlessly integrating security, fire safety, and building automation, we make your systems smarter to deliver improved awareness and effective, rapid response. With Intelligent Response, you can manage all your systems from one command and control center, which verifies alarms and deploys the right resources.
Tailored, intelligent solutions that meet your goals

Industry experience and expertise
With in-depth industry knowledge and experience, we are prepared to take on your challenges. Our highly trained and certified professionals get to know you and your facilities. Backed by ongoing training, they bring industry experience and mastery of fire and security codes and regulations. Their knowledge of technology changes and trends can help keep you prepared for the future. Our experts also understand how fire and security systems can work together to improve life safety and security.

Working closely with you, our professionals can design and deliver the intelligent solutions that meet your goals, stay within your budget, and maximize existing in-house resources. While focused on increasing safety and security, our experts also look for opportunities to improve operational effectiveness and increase cost efficiencies. Faster response times make your people and facilities safer and more secure. Operational efficiencies improve your bottom line.

Address existing gaps
We tailor programs with specific products and services to fill gaps in your existing fire and security architecture. We can also increase system flexibility to get more from what you have in place. Our well-known Desigo™ family of products includes basic and advanced fire safety solutions and can be used to integrate fire, security, and building automation systems. We have broad, in-depth experience protecting and securing critical environments and infrastructure, including research and healthcare facilities, airports, and data centers.

Trusted project management
You can turn to us for reliable engineering, design assistance, and project management. We have broad capabilities that are trusted by end users of all sizes as well as general and electrical contractors and specifying engineers. Our professionals ensure that projects are completed on time and on budget, from new installations to upgrades and renovations to system migrations.

Highlights
■ Deep industry experience, certified experts, and market-leading technology in both fire and security
■ Engineering and design assistance
■ Unified command and control platforms and mass notification systems for customers of all sizes
■ Recognized leader in systems integration
■ Fire, security, and building automation integration addresses larger business goals
Local certified, factory-trained experts in both fire and security work closely with you to keep your systems up-to-date and compliant. With a 160-year history of experience and innovation, we can meet your demands for safety and security.

**Effective resources**
Siemens is invested in providing the best solutions to meet customer safety, security, and emergency management needs. Through in-house innovation, acquisition, or technology partners, we have assembled leading products and technologies in fire safety, security, and building automation. You can rely on our expertise in both fire and security, regardless of your market or facility type. You benefit from working with professionals who are among the most experienced and highly trained in the industry, and who are dedicated to helping you address your unique challenges in an efficient and effective manner.

**Holistic approach**
We combine the right resources with a holistic approach to deliver a better way of managing safety and security systems. With bundled solutions; a central point of contact; and responsive, local support, we offer an easier, more cost-effective way of doing business. Bundling fire and security solutions creates greater cost efficiencies. Comprehensive service contracts with a single point of contact save you time and resources while making sure you receive the same high-level support everywhere. Local service technicians deliver support when and where you need it.

**Consultative services**
Our high-quality consultative services include assessment and modernization planning for fire code or security regulation compliance. We also provide trusted design and engineering support on new projects or upgrades and renovations. We work with you to leverage your existing equipment and IT infrastructures to enhance safety and security. We also provide remote monitoring and management to supplement your existing resources. Our managed services for video, access control, and monitoring, for example, reduce your costs while increasing your security.

**National account management**
You can eliminate the worry and hassle of juggling multiple life safety and security vendors across the country with a Siemens national account. One phone call to your dedicated account manager ensures your systems have been properly tested, are...

With 100 branches nationwide, 3,000 service technicians, and a 24/7/365 UL-listed central monitoring station, we provide the resources you need when you need them. When Siemens is your fire and security partner, you are working with trained professionals who know your facility, your industry, and the specific codes and regulations you need to meet.
functioning up to code, and meet any new local regulatory requirements. Our highly trained, certified professionals provide local support for all major equipment brands to ensure total compliance, make necessary upgrades, and minimize downtime.

Committed, reliable market leader
Our leadership helps you keep pace with technology, codes, and best practices. With a global commitment to research and development, we are constantly exploring new ways to meet the highest levels of safety and security. We have the resources, experience, and knowledge to be a long-term partner, helping ensure the level of safety, security, and support that you require as your needs change and grow. Our experts are leaders in key fire and security industry associations and councils.

Long-term vision and roadmaps
Leveraging Siemens global research, development, and expertise, we have a vision for life safety and security evolution. We can collaborate with you to develop roadmaps for planned migration to more advanced technologies or a more comprehensive fire and security solution. The roadmaps can incorporate ongoing lifecycle support and enterprise capabilities. And Siemens lifecycle investment programs can help fund transitions to newer technologies to help you stay ahead of trends.

Helping you meet the challenge
With a comprehensive portfolio of market-leading technologies and services, we deliver intelligent and efficient solutions to help you meet challenges today and tomorrow. We combine expertise in fire and security with knowledge of your industry and facilities to improve operational effectiveness, increase cost efficiencies, and help make you safer and more secure.

We stand behind our products and our work. You can rely on Siemens, a company with 160 years of world-class innovation and expertise, to stand by you for the long term.

Highlights
- Reliable fire and security products from a long-time market leader
- Lifecycle support and enterprise capabilities
- Consultative services and national account management
- System migration roadmaps
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Answers for infrastructure.
Our world is undergoing changes that force us to think in new ways: demographic change, urbanization, global warming, and resource shortages. Maximum efficiency has top priority – and not only where energy is concerned. In addition, we need to increase comfort for the well-being of users. Also, our need for safety and security is constantly growing. For our customers, success is defined by how well they manage these challenges. Siemens has the answers.

We are the preferred partner for energy-efficient, safe, and secure buildings and infrastructure.